Overview:
A Roadway Sign Package for Water Trails in Georgia

This sign package is available at www.GaWaterTrails.org
Updated November 2015
Many groups in the State of Georgia are interested in starting water trail projects in their
communities. Requests have been made for signs that these groups can use to provide
directions and identify their water trails.
Currently there are various individual or project signs, but we are not aware of a model that
cities and counties can use on their roadways that will create one visually recognizable graphic
for the public to look for when driving to water trails in Georgia. This sign package has been
compiled in an effort to provide an option for the water trail projects that might want to use it.
Hopefully it will gain in usage around the state so that the water trails are identified and more
easily located and used by paddlers.
The sign specifications and estimated costs are included as well as information for ordering the
signs. These signs were designed by Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) to their
specifications. They may be fabricated by other sign shops as desired by the local community.
Guidance on how to prepare the signs for your water trail is included in this package.
There are two sets of guidelines; one set for signs in a right-of-way belonging to GDOT, and
one set for signs in the right-of-way belonging to counties and cities.
For questions or more information please contact
Gwyneth Moody
Georgia River Network:
Gwyneth@garivers.org
706-549-4508
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Georgia Water Trails
Directional Signs on GDOT Rights-of-Way







Water trails around the state require directional signs that inform the public as to the
location of launch facilities that allow for access to the water trail.
Directional signs to the water trail launch sites are often located in GDOT rights-of-way
(r/w).
This paper addresses the process that water trail groups in Georgia must follow when
they are ready to install directional signs on GDOT r/w.
The GDOT district engineer must approve the location of the signs and direct their
district staff to install the signs.
GDOT designed this sign and they have the specifications for sign fabrication in the GDOT
sign shop.
When installing directional signs on city or county r/w, contact that city or county and
follow their requirements (see details below).
Example of the Directional Sign

Application Process to Obtain Signs
1. For each water trail landing: the water trail applicant identifies the significant intersections
and road locations where they want to place a directional sign. Prepare a list of the
locations and a map(s) that show the river, the landing, and the surrounding road network.
Put a mark on the map(s) where you want the signs located.
2. Contact your GDOT district engineer and submit your request with the list of signs and
attached maps.
3. In collaboration with GDOT, determine the final number and location of signs for each
landing. GDOT makes the final determination for sign locations.
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4. The water trail group makes the final list with the proper names of the landings for each
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

sign and submits this to GDOT.
In collaboration with GDOT, order the signs through the GDOT sign shop.
GDOT will prepare the final invoice and submit it for payment before the signs are
fabricated.
Water trail applicant approves final sign mock ups before they are fabricated.
The completed signs will be available at the Atlanta sign shop. The GDOT district
engineers will be notified to pick up their signs.
Water trail applicant must coordinate with the district engineers to confirm the final
installation and appropriate location of the signs.

6-8-15--- GDOT approved this process and designed the sign.
GDOT Contacts in the State Traffic Operations Office in Atlanta:
Landon Perry: laperry@dot.ga.gov w-404-635-2803; c-404-430-5141.
Christina Barry: cbarry@dot.ga.gov
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Georgia Water Trails
Directional Signs on County or City Rights-of-Way

Road Directional Signs
These signs are to be used on roadways for driving directions to the river access sites. They can
also be used to name the water trail at a bridge crossing over a river.
They were designed by Stan Armstrong, the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT)
State Sign Manager, to meet the GDOT standards for GDOT roads and can be used by the
counties and cities on their roadways. These are reflective brown signs with white lettering.
Georgia Correctional Industries prepared the specifications and costs for these signs based on the
GDOT standards. See the attached examples for the kind of text included on each sign.
For road directional signs on GDOT right-of-way follow the GDOT instructions on
previous pages.
Road directional signs on county or city rights-of-way (r/w.) Follow these instructions:
1. Contact your county or city traffic engineer to initiate the approval and coordination process
for the signs.
2. For each water trail landing: the water trail applicant identifies the significant intersections
and road locations where they want to place a directional sign. Prepare a list of the
locations and a map(s) that show the river, the landing, and the surrounding road network.
Put a mark on the map(s) where you want the signs located.
3. Coordinate with your local city/county officials to finalize the locations and number of
signs needed.
4. Reference the sign examples/specifications in this package that show the text you need.
5. Prepare your text for the road directional signs (30 x 36) that identify the water trail.
6. Prepare your text for each landing (18 x 36 signs) that will attach below the 30 x 36 sign.
Determine which arrows you need based on the turns required. See the following picture of
an existing sign:
There are 3 separate components needed for each sign (see examples below).
Part 1: 36 x 30 – Name of the water trail (e.g., Ocmulgee River Water Trail, Satilla River
Water Trail)
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Part 2: 18 x 36 – Name of the landing and county (e.g., Knowles Landing Houston County, FFA
Camp Landing Pierce County)

Part 3: 12 x 9 – direction arrow (left, right, straight depending on where the sign is located).
See below.
Final sign assembled with all 3 parts:

7.
8.
9.
10.

Finalize all sign locations with city/county staff.
Determine final number of road directional signs for each landing.
Finalize text for each sign.
Contact Georgia Correctional Industries to fabricate your signs. The sign specialist at
Georgia Correctional Industries will direct you as to the process you will need to follow to
have the signs fabricated.

Entrance Signs at Landings
1. If you want to make a sign to put at the entrance to your landing, see the “Entrance Sign” in this
package.
2. Use these at the entrance to your site for the water trail access. 30 x 36 sign text stays same
(this is name of water trail.) Pick your graphic (canoe or kayak) and the name of the landing
to use on the 18 x 36 sign that attaches below the 30 x 36 sign. No arrows needed for
entrance signs.
3. Determine the number of entrance signs.
4. Contact Georgia Correctional Industries with the number of entrance signs needed for your
water trail. Staff will direct you as to the ordering & payment process for the signs.
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Landing Signs on River
These are placed on the river bank at the landing site facing out to the river so that paddlers know
they are at the correct access site. They are 24 x 30 with a green background and reflective white
lettering.

See the specification pages for the text needed for each sign.
Georgia Correctional Industries has the specifications for these signs.
Prepare the text for each of your landing sites.
Cost: $28

Contact information for ordering from the Georgia Correctional Industries
Sign / Decal Specialist
Georgia Correctional Industries
500 Regional Drive
Reidsville, GA 30453
Toll Free: 888-654-5256 Phone: 912-557-7932 Fax: 912-557-7906
Below are graphics of the signs that the Correctional Industries can fabricate.
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County - City Roads - Directional Sign

OCMULGEE RIVER
WATER TRAIL

4” B Verbiage
30” x 36”
9” x 9” Symbol

9” x 12” (M7-1, M7-2)

RW-020
Canoe Symbol

RW-190
Kayak Symbol

KNOWLES LANDING
HOUSTON COUNTY

18” x 36”
4” B Verbiage
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